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 CONTACT DETAILS            EDITOR’S CORNER
    

A topical subject these days is a call for the removal of statues 
around the world.  Before more statues in Cape Town are defaced, 
decapitated or dumped see if you can identify those depicted on
pg.6 (answers can be found on pg.12).   Here’s hoping they are still 
in their rightful place by the time you read this newsletter!

Because August is Women’s Month my request was for youthful
photos of our lady MG members.   ‘Girls Just Wanna Have Fun’ on 
pgs. 8-10 kept me very amused when adding some appropriate
song titles to the photos ~ so much so that most nights my head 
was buzzing with tunes and ended up with me staring at the 
ceiling.  (No... definitely not ‘Dancing on the Ceiling’).
If you google You Tube Music and search for the titles you will be 
amazed at the nostalgic videos of these songs which bring back 
wonderful memories and your feet are sure to start ‘tapping’.

After you have racked your brains turn to pg. 12 and find out who 
the ladies are.   My thanks to you all for sharing your youthful days 
with us and lifting our spirits.  No doubt some of you, when sifting  
through the old photos, probably stared at them all misty-eyed 
and quietly sneaked a peek in the mirror. 
‘Eeek!  Is that really me’ ??

Gareth McConkey shares some interesting Technical Talk about 
Sprites on pgs. 5-6.

Please send in your articles and photos for the September news-
letter by 23rd August. 
                                               
      ‘A strong woman looks a challenge in the eye 
                                  and gives it a wink’      - Gina Carey
               
Fran   
  
_____________________________________________
Front page photos:  

Top:      Geoff Ballantyne in his 1950 TD - Frenske Otzen Photography
Bottom:   Pat Masterson with daughter Paula in their MGB   
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The ups and downs of our current lives with the pandemic hanging over our heads has created yet another
illness called ‘COVID-fatigue’.   The daily news is depressing, what with endless footage of swab sticks 
invading people’s noses, sporting events played before empty stands with canned applause and cheers 
(à la American sitcoms).  Apart from boring F1 motor racing the only other race seems to be between our
Provinces in their efforts to see who can outdo the other in the COVID-19 stakes.

Still, let’s look on the bright albeit boring side.  With there being no club outings think of the money saved 
on meals and fuel – back to the dark side – just as well, considering the economy has chewed away at
our investments and we cannot even drown our sorrows in a ‘glass or two’.  At least we know we are staying
safe and when the time comes we can drive our MGs until we run out of road!

I recently read an interesting book on 1919 to ’39 motor racing which clearly describes the pitfalls and perils 
faced by those fearless fellows (or were they fools)?   Cars with spindly, narrow wheels, questionable
brakes, wandering steering, together with shocking roads lined with intrusive spectators.  Race progress 
information was signalled from the pits to the drivers as their cars flashed past.  Considering average race 
speeds in excess of 80mph, winning was no mean feat.  However, there were hazards even after crossing 
the finish line as was the case of an incident where a bevy of 1930s ‘flappers’ were throwing bouquets of
flowers at the winning car – one young girl (a blonde?) forgot to remove the flowers from the pot which then
struck the navigator a hefty blow, doing him an injury.

Committee news:  
Although our club is in temporary limbo we have received numerous emails relating to MG matters, 
including membership applications, which is very encouraging.  An email was received from a lady who 
submitted her CV in response to an advertised Secretarial post.  Detective Philip Roux did some investigating 
and found she had the incorrect email address.  The committee continues to hold brief meetings by email and
any queries or suggestions you may have is eagerly awaited.

This month our Editor has compiled a few pages of photos of lady members in years gone by, which brings 
to mind the lyrics of an old song ~ “You must have been a beautiful baby ‘cause baby look at you now!”

Stay well and take care,

 Mike

                            
                 
                                                                                                                    

                          
          
   
   

  

              
               

     FROM THE CHAIR 
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     SOCIAL NEWS      
        

  OUT AND ABOUT
   Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and revised lockdown regulations, all future MG events 
  and meetings have been cancelled until further notice. 

     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

  Hazel Walton would like to inform MG members that she has commenced renewing licences 
  and transferring of ownership of vehicles.  
  Contact:  Hazel  Walton  email: starstruckautos@gmail.com

     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
  

  NEW MEMBERS
  # 1374  Wade & Abby Lewis, Hout Bay - 1950 MG TD (under restoration)
                 021 79 02321 / 082 215 7653  (email: libracars@hotmail.com) 

  # 1375  Keith & Lydia Hinckley, Somerset West - 1974 MGB Roadster
                083 440 5045  (email : Keithc.hinckley@gmail.com)

     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

  

 AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
   2 - Peter Jack,  Linda Keller, Willem Swanepoel          3 - Brevan Robinson                  
   4 - Conrad Minaar                              5 - John MacDonald                            
   6-  Roger Sleight                                8 - Karen Champion,  Mignonette du Plessis                    
   9 - Barbara Collins           10 - Marjorie van Heerden,   Aubrey Keller                      
 12 - Paul de Groot                                                 16 - Philip Katz                                                               
 20 - Steve London,  Bruce Robertson                                    22 - Damian Enslin                       
 23 - Fran Johnson,   Kathy Matthews,   Keith Poole           25 - Mike Porter                 
 27 - Nigel Stokes,   Peter Knott           31 - Karen Swart 

     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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     TECHNICAL TALK                            
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Back in the early years of the Sprite’s competition life most drivers competing in Club events, and to 
a lesser extent, circuit racing, drove their cars to the event, competed and then drove home.  Most
newcomers to the sport still do this, but the trend these days is to trailer your Sprite to and from 
competition events.  The advantage of using a trailer is that you are sure of getting home if you 
manage to hang the car on a fence, or rods put a leg out of bed;  plus the car can be setup the 
weekend before the event and all you have to do is roll it off the trailer and into the pits - sounds 
easy doesn’t it!

When you drive your Sprite to and from the event, especially if it is a long trip (200 miles each way is
not uncommon in Australia), you will more than likely select a diff ratio to suit the trip rather than the 
competition event and thus the car will not be as competitive as that of your opposition who had their
car on a trailer, fitted with the appropriate diff.   There are also other advantages – if the car is only 
used for competition, then registration is not needed – a saving that would buy a reasonable trailer.  
Anyway, back to the preparation of the car, ratio wise.   If you have driven on the circuit before, you 
will have a fair idea of the ratio required.   If not, then ask other drivers in the Club for their opinion.

Right you say, as pick-up out of corners is more important than top speed on this circuit, what we 
need is a 4.875 (commonly known as a 4.9).   Only one problem – where do I find a diff?  Well, read 
on and you will see listed all the ratios that will fit your Sprite and the cars that use them as standard 
equipment.  This does not mean, for example, that if a 4.555 is standard on a Morris Minor 1000 it 
will have one fitted, as over the years other ratios have found their way into these cars.  The most 
common reason for this being that the local wrecker says “It’s a beauty mate, fits like a dream”, 
forgetting to tell the customer that it’s a 3.7 and his 803cc A30 will take about half an hour to get into
top gear and then you can’t stop it.  So be prepared for some disappointments when diff hunting. 
If removing a diff from an A30, remember that the half-shafts also fit your Sprite (disc wheels only).

We Sprite drivers are very lucky in the ratio department as no fewer than seven diffs can be used,
catering for just about every need from a very steep, twisty hill climb to a long straight circuit – all
these ratios are listed with relevant information.

Ratio                  Standard Equipment                                                      Remarks
3.727       Riley 1.5; Morris Major & Austin Lancer                            Series 1 only
3.900    MG Midget Most 1275cc cars 
4.555                      Morris Minor 1000 
4.875    Austin A30 / Morris Minor                        Ute and Van
5.125    Austin A30            Alternative to the 4.875
5.375    Austin A30 / Morris Minor Ute                       Usually found in 803cc models
4.222    Mk 1, 2 & 3 Sprites 
 

Ratios    No. of        RPM / MPH            
     teeth

3.727    11/41        1000/17.8       4000/71.2      5000/89         6000/106.8       7000/124.6  
3.900    10/39        1000/17.1       4000/68.4      5000/85.5   6000/102.6       7000/119.7        7500/128.2
4.222      9/38        1000/15.5       4000/62          5000/77.5    6000/93            7000/108.5        7500/116.2        8000/124
4.555      9/41         1000/14.4       4000/57.6       5000/72   6000/86.4         7000/100.8        7500/108        8000/115.2
4.875      8/39        1000/13.3       4000/53.2      5000/66.5   6000/79.8         7000/93.1          7500/99.8          8000/106.4
5.125      8/41        1000/12.6       4000/50.4      5000/63   6000/75.6         7000/88.2          7500/94.5        8000/100.8
5.375      8/43        1000/11.9       4000/47.6      5000/59         6000/71.4         7000/83.3          7500/89.2          8000/95.2
 
In some cases you may find the number of teeth are not stamped on the crown wheel;  in such cases,
count the number of teeth on both the crown wheel and the pinion.  Divide the pinion into the crown 
wheel and that’s that ratio e.g. 38 divided by 9 = 4.222.



       
         

    

One final thing – don’t forget which diff you have in the car!  It’s a lot of work removing it just to have 
a look.  It also pays to write down the ratio you used at various circuits so that next time you can at 
least have an idea of what to expect.

Additional Note: 2010
The above chart is based on a 145/80 x 13 tyre.   If you wish to calculate your speed in Km/h per 
1000 revs when using modern low profile tyres, you can use the following formula:

26.4R/7 (ratio) where R is the rolling radius of your tyre in cm.

(Editor:  Gareth McConkey sent in the above article whch was written by Ray English and published in 
Goblins’ Gazette  Vol .VIII  No. 4  July 1977)

     * * * * *

  How well do you know the statues in Cape Town?          -               Joan Parker

  In 2004 I organized a Club run which involved members looking for monuments and memorials 
  in central Cape Town.  See if you can identify the below statues - the answers are on pg.12.

    
      1.

           2.
     

  

            
     
                                             

  
  3.
    
         
       4.
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    CONGRATULATIONS  & CELEBRATIONS
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                                Two 70th milestones were celebrated in July 

16th July                   Roy Zazeraj celebrated his 70th birthday with a MaGically decorated cake
            made by his wife Sharon and family
                              
   
                            

  
  

                          
      
              

                

                                                    
25th July               Joan Parker celebrated the 70th birthday of her 1950 MG TD

    

  



                                                                ‘GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE FUN’  

    

 
                
 
                                     
  
                                           
                          
             
             
                       

                                  2.              ‘Rhinestone Cowboy’  
                                  
    1.                 ‘Dance Ballerina Dance’                                                
                                                            
                         

      
           
     
              
                       
  
                
                                             
                

                                 
             4.  
          ‘                                   
 3.                ‘Going to the Chapel of Love’                    
                         5.            ‘Dancing Queen’  
          
                          
                                           
                                                                                                    

                
                       
                                                                       

                              

        

      6.                        7. 
                                     ‘Smoke gets in your eyes’           
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  8.
             

                 11.

             10.

    9.                                                                                   
                                                                                                                              
 ‘Thank Heaven for little girls’                    
               14.   
                                           12.               13.                                        
                                 
                                                
                                 

                                                                                                         
                            .      
 

     
 ‘The Young Ones’                                                                                  
                                      
                     
                                       
     

                                                                        15.

    

     

              

          
            

   16.
    
               17.            18.
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     20.
     
                                             

                         ‘Sunglasses’              21.
    19.
  

                           
                     
          

                                    
                
          23.   ‘Life is just a bowl of cherries’  
                                                               
     22.     ‘Top of the World’        
                  
                         
                                             24.                  ‘The Shadow of your Smile’

                                     

               
 
        
           
              
                                                                   
                    
                                                

                                     27.
                    26. 
 25.                                                         ‘Summer Holiday’  
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       FOR SALE                                              

 
        

  

                                   
                               
                         
 
    
        

 

              
            
  
                 

       

          

       
                             

       
                                             

   

   
                  
     
     
 

                  

             

   
 
    1967 MGB GT Colour - old English White. 
     Wire wheels plus spare wire wheel. With overdrive.
     Still with generator fitted. Good running condition, 
     car is presently in Cape Town area.
     Price: R95,000 Contact: Lance Palmer (non-member)
     082 921 9260  email: palmers@cybersmart .co.za  

                        
         

      1970 MG Midget Fair condition, complete with soft top 
      & tonneau cover.  Price: R85000 or nearest close offer. 
      Contact: Roger Bagshaw (member)  082 224 3909 

      Wire wheels for MGB or GT (4x185x70x14) very good condition.  Tyres have less than 1000 kms 
      of wear. Wheels have been balanced, no bent or loose spokes.  Price: R1000 each  
      Contact:  Neville Wyness (member) 083 307 9936

       
      A home sought for 5 Dunlop C49 tyres 550x15. They are almost unused but old, so will suit a 
      car mostly used for showing. 
      They can be seen at Land Rover Repair Centre, unit 14 Epping Works, 4 Moorsom Avenue, 
      Epping 2.    Contact:  Mike Porter (member) 021 552 1979 (office hours) to view.

    

          MGTD Workshop Manual (1950)   R70
      MGTD Workshop manual (1952)   R70
      MGTD Workshop Manual (1952)   R50  Australian Edition   
      MGB   Special Tuning Manual       R50
      Contact:    Martin Davies  (member)  083 269 5483   email: mgtddavies@gmail.com 
                         (on behalf of Alex Stewart) 

   

	 	 	 	 	These	advertisements	are	placed	for	the	benefit	of	MG	Club	members.			

	 	 																																The	MG	Club	has	no	involvement	in	these	advertisements	and	does	not	warranty	

	 	 	 				 																															the	accuracy	or	content	of	the	items	listed
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    ANSWERS TO THE STATUES
    1.  Bartholomew Dias   
       1487 (should be 1488). He was the first to circumnavigate the Cape in 1488.
       He sailed as far as Algoa bay (near PE) but was forced by his crew 
       (who were unwilling to continue the hazardous journey) to return to Europe
       This statue was presented to the people of South Africa by the Portuguese 
       Government in 1952, to mark the tercentenary of Jan van Riebeek’s landing 
       at the Cape in 1652.

   2.  Cecil John Rhodes 1855-1902
      ‘Your hinterland is there’.  He is pointing north evoking the British Imperial 
       dream of an empire from Cape to Cairo.
  

   3.  Sir George Grey: 1813-1893
       Governor: 1854-1861
       This statue was the first one ever to be erected to anyone in Cape Town
       Fittingly this statue stands close to the S.A. Library as his generous and
       voluminous book collection added to the wealth of the library.
       Unveiled in 1864
    
   4. King Edward VII
      Successor to Queen Victoria.
       Opposite the City hall
       Unveiled in 1905

    
  LIMERICK TIME 
                                   “There was an MG rebuilder with craft,
   Who could fix any con-rod or shaft;
   One day he left out the oil
   And caused the coolant to boil,
   So thereafter was thought of as daft.”   -   Roy Zazeraj

      
   

  1.  Joan Parker      15. Shirley van der Hoek  
  2.  Hilary Wyness      16. Loraine Reck    
  3.  Beth James       17. Frenske Aslett   
  4.  Hildegarde Rich      18. Fran Johnson   
  5.  Bronwyn Bruton      19. Celia Baylis    
  6.  Janis McConkey      20. Fran Johnson   
  7.  Sue Jones       21. Pam Leach
  8.  Victoria Dickerson     22. Pat Lawson
  9.  Jane Beck      23. Douline Markus
10.  Sharon Zazeraj       24. Celia Baylis
11.  Shirley Roux       25. June Grace
12.  Pat Lawson      26. Frenske Aslett
13.  Angela Manton      27. Eileen Perkins
14.  Shirley van der Hoek     
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